
5 Steps to Bliss “BuddaBag style”
Cleaning & Drying instructions



Congratulations on purchasing your New BuddaBag!!!

You’ve bought a BuddaBag – or maybe you’ve been given one as a present (lucky you!!). Either
way you’ll need some tips on how to enjoy your Buddabag to it’s fullest. Whether you have an 6ft
Maxi or a little Oobi Doobi, some of the info below will be relevant – so please read it at least 
once.

The attached headed BuddaBag receipt or confirmation email for online purchases acts as your
proof of purchase and your guarantee. It’s the first thing we’ll ask to see if you need to contact
us again so please check all the relevant details and tell us if anything at all needs to be
changed.



5 Steps to Bliss “BuddaBag style”
Every BuddaBag (except Oobi Doobis) will arrive vacuum packed inside a plastic bag 
covered bya throwaway drawstring canvas duffle bag.

Set-up Instructions:
Loosen the string at the top of the canvas bag and rip the 
outer duffle nag down to the seam. Next, remove the inner 
plastic covering and discard. Inside is your BuddaBag Inner, 
filled with magical Memory Foam.

Next, spread the clam-shell-shaped cover on the ground, 
completely open (like an open mouth) so that it is showing 
its inside. Place the BuddaBag Inner into the bottom ‘lip’ 
of the cover. Match the Inner’s coloured zip to the outer 
zip on the cover so that they are aligned. Lift the lower 
and upper ‘lips’ of the cover until they meet. Close the 
outer zip.

If the cover’s BuddaBag label is aligned with the Inner’s 
coloured zip, then you are ready to go – jump in!!!  
And don’t forget, keep fluffing and flipping!! The more work 
that you do during the BuddaBag’s life (especially at the 
beginning), the more voluminous, durable and comfortable 
it will be. Just remember when fluffing your bag that the 
purpose is to agitate the Memory Foam, Congratulations 
on purchasing your New BuddaBag!!!else, so moving the 
cover alone has little effect. When flipping the bag take 
grip of the cover and interior bag and turn over 360 
degrees also massaging the foam until your tag is at the 
front again and then well happy sitting!!

Cleaning & Drying
All of our covers are machine washable at 30 Degrees but 
do not get on well with tumble dryers – so Flat Dry Only 
please. Almost every cover fits in a standard drum.

Don’t be alarmed if your Memory Foam or bag feels slightly 
damp upon opening – it has been rendered fire retardant 
through exposure to a protective liquid and may need up 
to 72 hours to dry fully before use. If this is the case, simply 
leave the Inner (without the cover on) in room
temperature until it dries.

Owing to vacuum packing, your BuddaBag is not yet at its 
full volume. You can accelerate its growth by fluffing the 
foam. To do this, break up any lumps that may have formed 
in the foam. Next, massage the foam so it moves around 
inside the bag. You must also employ a kneading motion, 
and flip the Inner completely and repeatedly (rather like 
a giant pancake). There is no need to actually touch the 
foam to agitate it, simply follow the above steps while the 
Inner is still coverless and with the Inner’s coloured zip 
fully closed do this until you feel that all the foam is free of 
lumps and is all in individual pieces.
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Enjoy your BuddaBag!

For all things Budda:
Tel IRE: +353 (0) 1 8734245
Tel UK: +44 (0) 203 4118067
Email: info@buddabag.com


